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Cloud-delivered security:  
Preventive medicine for healthcare
As threats like ransomware continue to evolve, healthcare IT professionals 
are turning to the cloud to reduce risk, simplify management and control 
costs while protecting valuable patient, staff and user data.

For healthcare facilities and organizations, network security threats 
have evolved both in number and severity. At the same time, budgets 
are shrinking, the skills gap is widening, and the number of devices 
and applications has exploded — with no end in sight. 

Today’s IT executives must manage and secure a dizzying array of 
endpoints, from traditional desktops and laptops to personal mobile 
devices and even internet of medical things (IoMT) technologies, as 
well as SaaS applications. Each is vital to patient care, whether in the 
hospital, the home, or the community.

Mitigating risk has surfaced as another huge issue for healthcare 
IT, and healthcare organizations must protect against malware, 
ransomware, phishing, cryptojacking and a host of other threats that 
impact regulatory compliance, legal exposure, corporate governance, 
and improved patient outcomes.

Introduction
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Mastering the ever-expanding 
security threat landscape
Out of necessity, the industry has quickly transitioned to 
more fully embrace and leverage cloud services. In fact, 
worldwide, healthcare industry expenditures on cloud 
computing are expected to be $10.8 billion in 2018, and 
increase by more than 26% in 2019, according to IDC.1  

Traditional, on-premise security tools were built 
to protect the network perimeter and enterprise 
applications that sit behind the firewall. Cloud-delivered 
security, such as a secure internet gateway, provides 
comprehensive protection by moving security and 
access controls to the cloud, where your apps now 
live. Not only that, but cloud-delivered security also 
offers faster deployment, easier management, greater 
functionality, and improved cost efficiency.

In this paper, you’ll learn how to reduce malware, identify 
threats before they do real harm to the enterprise and its 
patients, and improve security efficacy.

Turning problems into 
opportunities
Although security is obviously critical in all industries, 
healthcare presents a number of unique concerns, from 
regulatory to technological, as well as industry-specific 
workflows and business processes.

In fact, the healthcare industry’s leading association 
reported when respondents were asked about their 
top concern regarding medical device security, 39% of 
respondents cited patient safety, 26% said data breach, 
and 13.6% feared spreading of malware to other devices 
on the same network.2 

Healthcare IT security faces a broad range of 
daunting challenges, including:
• The sheer number of  unmanaged consumer endpoints 

such as tablets and smartphones — used for clinical 
purposes by doctors and other practitioners.

• An ever-changing regulatory landscape marked by the 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) and a number of other privacy initiatives.

• The dramatic uptick in smart medical devices that 
comprise the IoMT movement in healthcare, creating 

both new endpoints and a host of new potential 
incursion points for threats and bad actors.

• Increased use of Wi-Fi networks in hospitals and other 
healthcare facilities used by patients, visitors and 
contractors; protecting vital data is especially 
challenging when devices lack sufficient and updated 
security.

• Shadow IT, or the use of applications that haven’t been 
vetted or risk-assessed by IT; while user intent may be 
to increase efficiency or reap other benefits, 
circumventing established IT processes can potentially 
leave healthcare organizations vulnerable to risk of data 
breaches, ransomware, and more.

• The highly collaborative nature of healthcare service 
delivery, requiring open sharing of data among doctors, 
nurses and other clinicians for applications ranging 
from electronic health records to clinical documentation 
standards such as ICD-10.

Ransomware remains a huge problem for healthcare 
organizations. Given the high value of healthcare 
records, they are the most sought-after — and 
threatened — data assets by hackers and cyber attacks. 
Healthcare industry experts estimate that the value of 
healthcare records is far greater to hackers than stolen 
credit cards. How much more remains debatable: Global 
information service Experian says healthcare records 
are worth 10 times more than credit cards3 on the black 
market, while others report that an electronic medical 
health record (EHR) could be worth hundreds or even 
thousands of dollars, depending on the level of detail 
provided.4

Threats like WannaCry and SamSam are still going 
strong. In fact, healthcare was targeted in 45% of 
all ransomware attacks in 2017,6 and healthcare 
organizations are remaining vigilant, and see 
ransomware as a top concern for 2018.7  
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In the third quarter of 2018 alone,  
4.4 million records have been exposed 
through 117 health data breaches.5
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Fortunately, despite the increased volume and 
sophistication of threats, healthcare organizations can 
take advantage of new solutions to devise better defenses 
against security threats. The increased use of cloud 
computing — for everything from securely storing medical 
images to using SaaS applications — has also increased 
the confidence among healthcare IT executives and their 
business counterparts, who now value the utility, cost 
effectiveness, and security of using the cloud.

Cloud-delivered security can relieve the mounting 
pressures on healthcare organizations to devote enough 
staff and budget resources for on-premises managed 
security. Managing the proliferation of SaaS based apps 
becomes an additional challenge for today’s extremely 
busy security teams. 

This is particularly important given the increased incidence 
of zero-day threats that emerge without warning, as 
well as sophisticated targeted attacks triggered through 
malware and social engineering. Unfortunately, as a 
percentage of IT budgets, cybersecurity spending has 
shrunk to around 3 percent of total annual IT spending.8

Using a cloud-delivered security framework can help 
healthcare organizations stay in front of emerging threats 
more reliably and efficiently, extending the capabilities of 
an overworked in-house staff, which may also lack the 
necessary expertise or threat intelligence to even know 
when they have been victimized—until it’s too late.

Budgets and training

41%

3%
Cybersecurity 
spending in healthcare 
is around 3% of total 
annual IT spending.9

Only 41% of U.S. 
healthcare workers 
said they received 
training on how to 
stay secure at work.10
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Defining the cloud-delivered security solution
Once you determine a cloud-delivered security framework meets your organization’s needs, you’ll need to scope out 
requirements for the key functionality and capabilities into a checklist. 

A functionality checklist will help you and your colleagues evaluate options to select the solution that is best for your 
business. Naturally, each vendor or service provider’s solution proposal will have its own distinct twist, often based 
more on what they can supply rather than on what your healthcare organization actually needs. Having a checklist can 
help you focus on your own organization’s requirements as you assess potential vendors.
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Benefits of secure internet gateway

Coverage for all 
locations, devices, 

and apps

Deploy in minutes Get fewer alerts Integrate and  
block quickly

Simple to deploy and easy to 
manage. Make sure the solution 
doesn’t require expanding on-
premises infrastructure, which 
takes time to implement. Avoid the 
need for expensive technical 
experts to properly deploy or 
configure the service. If you 
acquire new facilities or clinics, 
global policies and central 
management enable you to quickly 
and easily provision protection.
Support for all types of endpoint 
devices, including IoMT. Ensuring 
security at traditional nexus points, 
such as servers and desktops, 
isn’t enough. It’s critical your 
vendor supports the full array of 
endpoint devices, including smart 
medical devices like blood infusion 
machines and heart monitors. 
Control of shadow IT. While users 
may have the best intentions in 
procuring SaaS and other apps 
without IT’s knowledge, you need 
to manage the security blind spots 

for every connection, and that 
requires managing risk by seeing 
which cloud services store your 
corporate data outside of 
traditional network controls.
Avoid purchasing multiple on-
premises appliances.  Next-
generation firewall, secure web 
gateway and sandbox appliances 
have become popular in 
healthcare organizations. Instead 
of adding purpose-built security 
appliances, cloud-based security 
solutions offer the ability to protect 
the growing number of internet of 
medical things devices and 
off-network users, providing 
speed, scalability and protection. 
Reinforce your locally sourced, 
API-based threat intelligence. 
Every healthcare organization has 
some form of threat intelligence. 
But it is essential to integrate local 
threat intelligence with an existing 
security stack via an API. This 
enables healthcare organizations 

Cloud-delivered security functionality checklist
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to programmatically extend 
protection for devices and 
locations beyond the perimeter, 
and enrich your incident response 
data.
Focus on performance and 
availability. Everyone wants 
security defenses that spot and 
remediate threats as quickly as 
possible. But you should also push 
for important metrics such as the 
lowest possible latency, as well as 
validated 100% uptime.
Review the analytics. Given the 
speed of today’s ever-changing 
environment, you need real-time 
insights into network, user, device, 
and application activity to have 
clear, actionable view on what’s 
happening, and possible 
anomalies. Hint: Critically evaluate 
a potential supplier’s dashboards 
and visualization tools to assess 
whether your less-technical staff 
would understand what’s 
happening, too.
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With extensive experience in helping healthcare 
organizations manage increasingly complex security 
requirements, Cisco Umbrella is the first secure internet 
gateway, providing a secure on-ramp to the internet, 
whether users are on or off network. And by pairing 
Umbrella with Cisco Cloudlock, a cloud access security 
broker, healthcare organizations can secure users, data, 
and apps in the cloud against compromised accounts, 
cloud-native threats, and data breaches, to help enforce 
compliance. 

Every connection to the internet goes through Umbrella 
first, providing complete visibility and enforcement for 
internet traffic, based on the domain name system (DNS) 
requests resolved by Umbrella’s global network. The 
Umbrella global network — the network that our recursive 
DNS service is built on — resolves billions of internet 
requests from millions of users around the world every day. 
We analyze this massive amount of data to detect patterns 
and uncover attacker infrastructure.

This capability helps address mounting threats such as 
ransomware and cryptomining, because waiting to address 
them solely through remediation means you’re already 
too late. For example, after attackers have encrypted or 
exfiltrated health data records, the options are limited: 
Pay the ransom, restore data from a secure backup or, 

Why Cisco Umbrella

Medical IoT
endpoints

Corporate &
guest Wi-Fi

Visiting doctor
& sta� BYOD

Patient
devices

Data systems
for PHI & PII

Protect any device.
Even those that don’t support agents

Secure Internet Gateway

Cisco Umbrella
Cloud-delivered secure 

internet gateway

First line of defense 
Against internet threats: malware, 

phishing, C2 callbacks, cryptojacking 
& shadow IT. 

Protect data systems for PHI or PII with a security product 
that’s simple to deploy and manage
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in some cases, risk release of the patient data. Similarly, 
once malicious cryptomining software is installed in 
your environment, you’re left with a vulnerable network. 
These outcomes can be prevented only by spotting and 
proactively blocking threats such as ransomware and 
cryptomining before infection or encryption take place.

With healthcare practitioners increasingly using personal 
laptops and tablets or mobile devices as part of their 
duties, Umbrella helps healthcare organizations mitigate 
security risks typically associated with roaming workers—
without having to resort to expensive on-premises 
infrastructure expansion. 

Organizations can also integrate their local threat detection 
defenses into Umbrella’s API-based cloud service. This is 
typically a turnkey integration done in a matter of minutes, 
extending and immediately blocking any malicious domains 
detected by your existing security stack.

Another common problem that occurs with some security 
solutions is the proliferation of unwarranted alerts, based 
on rigid business rules and policy management. Umbrella 
ensures that the incident response team isn’t distracted by 
a flood of alert noise, because it prevents threats before 
an IP connection is established or a file is downloaded, 
resulting in fewer alerts to examine, triage and prioritize.
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Conclusion 
As healthcare security threats become more 
sophisticated and prevalent, the stakes rise exponentially 
for IT departments charged with protecting information 
vital to the welfare of their organizations and their 
patients. With threat vectors expanding and still-unknown 
threats just around the corner, it is essential to lock down 
security in the data center, at the endpoints, and at every 
nexus point on the network.

Unfortunately, most healthcare organizations lack the 
necessary budgets and manpower to adequately guard 
against this broadening array of threats and bad actors. 
That’s why more healthcare IT and business professionals 
are finding common ground in turning to the cloud to 
enhance security today, while ensuring the ability to scale 
up defenses quickly as new threats emerge.

Cloud-delivered security is a cost-efficient and agile 
approach to dealing with healthcare security threats, 
while also improving an organization’s ability to meet 
expanding and evolving compliance mandates. To 
sufficiently cover potential security gaps, consider a 
solution that can protect the full range of systems and 
requirements in a typical healthcare organization, such as 
Wi-Fi access points, practitioners’ and patients’ mobile 
devices, data systems for PHI and PII, smart medical 
systems and application servers.

Cisco Umbrella enforces security at the DNS and 
IP layers, over all ports and protocols, and Umbrella 
upgrades breach protection for data systems storing PHI 
and personally identifiable information (PII).

See why the most trusted brands in healthcare choose 
Cisco Umbrella. Start your free trial today. 

“ Cisco Umbrella’s integrations 
with other security tools provides 
active inline blocking for off-site 
systems using the roaming client.” 

Enterprise Architect, 
Large Enterprise Health Care Company

Source: TechValidate. TVID: 379-5C9-21B
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“ Cisco Umbrella protects against 
threats like ransomware that target 
PHI and PII and jeopardize our 
ability to care for patients.” 

Zach Phillippe, 
Cyber Security Manager,  
Memorial Hermann Health System 

“ Cisco Umbrella has stopped 
malware and phishing attempts 
that we did not even know were 
directed at us.” 

Dave Wendell, 
Information Security Officer, St. Mary’s 
Medical Center
Source: TechValidate. TVID: ED2-785-31C

https://signup.umbrella.com/healthcare/?utm_medium=web-referral&utm_source=prospect&utm_campaign=fy2019-q1-healthcare-ransomware-refresh&utm_content=automated-free-trial&utm_term=pgm
https://www.techvalidate.com/tvid/379-5C9-21B
https://www.techvalidate.com/tvid/ED2-785-31C
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